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Trend Micro Deep Security
Integration with Sumo Logic
Solution Overview

Organizations seek to gain a unified view of log data across an

Trend Micro Deep Security provides a comprehensive security

increasingly complex and heterogeneous environment to effectively

solution that easily integrates with Sumo Logic’s secure, cloud-native,

detect and respond to indicators of compromise (IOCs) and identify

machine data analytics service, delivering real-time, continuous

anomalies and security vulnerabilities. Organizations may also have

intelligence in a single view across the entire application lifecycle

regulatory compliance requirements around centralized logging and

and stack.

data retention.

Sumo Logic App for Trend Micro Deep Security

Trend Micro™ Deep Security™ provides advanced server security for

Moving to the cloud does not require sacrificing visibility or control

physical, virtual, and cloud servers. It protects enterprise applications

over your infrastructure and applications. Sumo Logic and Trend

and data from ransomware, breaches, and business disruptions

Micro have partnered to provide modern tools and services designed

without requiring emergency patching. All Deep Security modules

for the volume, variety and velocity of hybrid cloud-generated data

are integrated into Sumo Logic service, with advances visualizations

and provide real-time operational and security visibility into your

and saved searches: Anti-Malware, Web Reputation, Intrusion

modern application stack.

Prevention (IPS), File Integrity Monitoring (FIM), Host Firewall, and
Log Inspection.
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“Businesses face ever-growing and everchanging threats on the Internet. By blocking
threats, Deep Security and Sumo Logic protect
the online experiences of our customers. This
upholds our reputation and theirs.”
CISO, Web Hosting Company

Trend Micro

Sumo Logic

Trend Micro Incorporated, a global leader in cyber security solutions,

Sumo Logic is a secure, cloud-native, machine data analytics service,

helps to make the world safe for exchanging digital information.

delivering real-time, continuous intelligence from structured, semi-

Trend Micro™ Deep Security™ powers Trend Micro’s Hybrid Cloud

structured and unstructured data across the entire application lifecycle

Security solution, providing market-leading security capabilities for

and stack. More than 1,000 customers around the globe rely on

physical, virtual, and cloud servers from a single integrated platform.

Sumo Logic for the analytics and insights to build, run and secure

Delivering automated cloud security, Deep Security provides flexible,

their modern applications and cloud infrastructures. With Sumo Logic,

scalable protection of operating systems, applications, and data

customers gain a multi-tenant, service-model advantage to accelerate

without slowing you down. With over 5,000 employees in over 50

their shift to continuous innovation, increasing competitive advantage,

countries and the world’s most advanced global threat intelligence,

business value and growth.

Trend Micro enables organizations to secure their journey to the
cloud. For more information, visit www.trendmicro.com.
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